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SAwN 
Conference  

& Launch 

BENIN ……….. Host to the AGYI 

STEERING & PARTNER MEETINGS  

November 2018 

Cotonou, Benin, West Africa played host to the AGYI 

Steering and Partner meetings which took place from 12 to 

16 November 2018. 

The AGYI Steering Committee of the African Union, GIZ, 

Engagement Global, Tanzanian Youth Coalition (TYC), 

WESSA and as of this meeting, the AGYI Benin Network, 

spent 3 days reviewing work to date, addressing technical 

aspects of the project and planning for the future of the 

AGYI. Our exchanges included reflection on lessons learned, 

best practice, synergising across the pilot countries where 

appropriate and tabling the challenges to date. 

The steering committee meets twice per year and Benin 

were selected to host the November meeting as it provided 

all partners an opportunity to appreciate the new 

management and implementation structure which has been 

developed there. Called the AGYI Network for Benin, civil 

society organisations have structured themselves to co-

manage implementation in close cooperation with GIZ and 

Engagement Global. This structure is different to both 

Tanzania and South Africa, and brings with it an exciting 

opportunity for the initiative to evaluate various 

implementation structures. Both WESSA and TYC noted 

several potential challenges for the network given our 

implementation experience to date and Benin will draw, 

where necessary on TYC and WESSA as they embark on their 

implementation plan. 

The 2 day Partner Meeting, which includes high level AU 

representation, BMZ and government representation from 

the pilot countries beyond the Steering Committee, ensured 

the initiative is being appropriately guided to deliver to high 

level political strategies and frameworks such as those 

outlined in Agenda 2063, the Sustainable Development 

Goals, AU’s Harnessing the Demographic Dividend etc. 

The Southern African ‘weltwärts Network (SAwN)paved a 

way forward at their conference and launch event that took 

place from the 07th – 09th of December in Johannesburg.  

The purpose of the event was for the network to:  

1. To determine where they are now and to pave a 

way forward  

2. To understand their role within the volunteer 

landscape and the space they want to occupy 

3. To select a new body that will drive the network 

forward                                             Continued page 2 

AGYI Partners Meeting- Representatives from the African Union, Benin, South 

Africa, Tanzania and Germany meet in Cotonou, Benin. 

mailto:youth@wessa.co.za
https://au.int/en/agenda2063
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
https://addis.unfpa.org/sites/default/files/pub-pdf/AU%202017%20DD%20ROADMAP%20Final%20-%20EN_2.pdf
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  Credi-ONG  
Vallee de Sitatunga 
Benin 
Credi-ONG is an exciting NGO operating out of the state 

Nature Reserve at the Valley of Sitatunga in Benin. The AGYI 

steering team was fortunate to have a guided tour of their 

base and learn of there projects. From the conservation of 

the sitatunga antelope (see right) to their snake centre, 

aquaculture projects, food security initiatives and education 

centre, CREDI is optimising the opportunities afforded 

through the Global Education Network for Young Europeans 

(GLEN) which is situated in Engagement Global’s ASA 

Programme. CREDI’s involvement is evidence of GLEN 

expanding into south participation in the programme. 

Through the exchanges, small groups of students identify a 

project which they collaborate on. We met Beninese 

participants who worked with a German and Togolese 

student to develop fish food from larvae and which is being 

turned into a local business to reduce the volume of 

imported fish food that the aquaculture sector is dependent 

on. 
Credi-ONG are part of the AGYI Network Benin and WESSA 

looks forward to working and learning from Credi-ONG into 

the future. 

 

Partner/Host Organizations in Southern Africa of 

volunteers specifically from the ‘weltwärts programme 

were invited to attend. The countries who take part in the 

ww programme in Southern Africa are South Africa, 

Namibia, Botswana, Mozambique and Lesotho. The 

selection was done purely on first come first serve basis 

as there are over 200 host organizations in the region and 

83 participants participated in total. Relevant 

stakeholders such as local government and civil society 

representatives and potential new host organisations 

were also identified and selected to attend. 

The 3 - day conference/launch was structured as follows:  
 

Day 1: Report on progress and challenges 
Day 2: Discuss the way forward for the network (working 
model, to revisit needs analysis and to have concrete next 
steps, relook at legality of the network and Memorandum 
of Incorporation. 
Day 3: To hold elections for a new board of directors & 
select working groups and members  
Lessons learnt for network: 
 

1. For the board to be more transparent in all decisions made in the 
interest of the network in order to move forward as a unit. 

2. To decide concretely what support is needed considering the 
voluntary nature of the network. 

3. To amend MOI and legal documents to best fit the nature and 
functionality of the network. 

4. To relook at partnerships which exist within the AGYI framework and 
Southern African volunteer landscape and to find linkages for possible 
further collaboration and partnerships. 

 

The conference was proof that so much strength lies in coming  

together and working together towards a joint vision. A very  

exciting future lies ahead filled for the network.  

Newly elected SAwN Board: Manelisi Billy, Jana Williams, Beauty 

Mogasha (Botswana) Booi Mohapi (Lesotho) Johanna Van Wyk 

(Namibia) Horacio Ernesto Changa (Mozambique) Warren Thompson, 

Graeme Cairns. 

 Re-elected SAwN Board members: Abel Motokolo, Mary Mlambo  

 

SAwN Continued 

mailto:youth@wessa.co.za
http://glen-europe.org/about-glen/what-is-glen/
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Masifunde Coffee Shop – Creating small businesses 

Innovation Fund 

Change-Action-Projects talk to impact – what 

is exchange and volunteering delivering to community 

and country through the investment in individuals who 

participate in exchanges? 

The Innovation Fund, developed within the framework of 

the AGYI, is enabling the exchange and volunteering sector 

to capitalise on the learnings, enthusiasm and energy of 

exchange alumni. These alumni become multipliers and 

bring benefit beyond themselves. 
 

The Southern African Alumni Network (SAAN) and 

Masifunde Learner Development are in the planning 

stages of their change-action-projects which have been 

made possible through the Innovation Fund. 
 

SAAN are embarking on a capacity development project 

for 10 exchange alumni who will participate in 5 days of 

accredited training to build their skills as facilitators and 

allow them to lead pre-departure and post-exchange 

seminars with youth, share project development and 

change-action-project skills and assist returnees to 

conceptualise and implement projects of value in their 

communities. This is all part of SAAN’s mission to provide 

improved support to youth in exchange.  

For more, follow SAAN on social  

media by clicking on their logo 

A call for alumni participants will be circulated within the 

next two weeks 
 

Masifunde Learner Development, an NPO based 

in Port Elizabeth, work with over 600 learners in their 

programme which includes of academic support, life skills 

training, extra-curricular activities in the fields of arts, 

media and sport as well as social assistance. Masifunde is 

a weltwaerts host and sending organisation and have a 

strong alumni support base which continues to stimulate 

new project developments. Their Innovation Fund Change-

Action-Project includes the transformation of two school 

libraries into Global Learning Centres and the running of a 

summer camp for PE youth which includes south-north 

alumni participation. Masifunde hopes to reach around 

3000 learners through their change-action-project. 
 

WESSA wishes both Innovation Fund implementers all the 

best as they go into 2019 with these projects. 

SAAN in a planning workshop 

SAAN in a planning workshop 

Alumni 

POWERING 

CHANGE 

mailto:youth@wessa.co.za
https://www.facebook.com/SouthernAfricanAlumniNetwork/?jazoest=265100119105651189750498049681161226910481116117121745510565871128354101120541047311511281998010552119897278688158651001218579655487112106821091225469806711574122516669115698169658997121721055777117708357661168680814865
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 SPECIAL DAYS DECEMBER – bringing the SDGs into your exchange 

and volunteering experience 

World Aids Day 

Int Day for the 

abolition of slavery 

Int Day of persons 

with disabilities World Soil Day 

Int Human 

Rights Day Int Mountain Day 

Day of 

Reconciliation  

Int Human 

Solidarity Day 

AGYI info updates at the 

programme level…click below 

NICHOLAAS SIGAMU - Thematic Forum GLOBAL LEARNING multiplier 
Nicholaas coordinates the Department of Environmental Affairs Youth 
Environment Services Programme (DEA YES) in the Northern Cape & Free 
State. As a follow on from the AGYI Thematic Forum, Nicholaas 
implemented a one-day introduction to the SDGs with 192 YES 
participants. He had this to say ……………………… 

“Participants were pleasantly  

surprised when they finally realised that the 17 SDG’s are things they engage in already without them knowing. Lively 

discussions took place about possible action points they can embark on. We developed brief action plans which they 

could take on as individuals as well as in their workplaces to advance the causes of the SDG’s. Participants expressed a 

desire for more training on specific SDG’s i.e. those goals concerning environment.” YES Participants get SDG training 

Past News-bites 

…click above 
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